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Serial Reader

Serial readers don't want the story to end! You like staying in a book's world and reading about the same characters in new scenes and situations.

This list helps Serial Readers find books they like who also want to learn more about bugs.

- *Super Fly The World's Smallest Superhero!* by Todd H. Doodler
- *Bug Girl* by Benjamin Harper
- *The Wishing Wings* by Jennifer Castle
- *Beetle Boy* by M. G. Leonard
- *Ant Attack* by Ali Sparkes
- *Pea, Bee, & Jay* by Brian Smith
- *Fly High, Fly Guy!* by Tedd Arnold
- *Ariol* by Emmanuel Guibert
- *Ladybug Girl and Bumblebee Boy* by David Soman
- *Marty McGuire Digs Worms!* by Kate Messner
- *Plants vs. Zombies A Little Problem* by Paul Tobin
- *Diary of a Worm* by Doreen Cronin
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